CommScope Fiber Optic Single-Unit
Distribution Cable Installation Instructions
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Tools Required
Safety glasses
Utility knife
Measuring tape
Scissors
Diagonal cutters
Gloves
Marker
Electrical tape
Wire mesh grips (for Option #1)
Pulling eye – ball bearing type
Appropriately rated Break-Away Swivel

Option #1: With Wire Mesh Pulling Grips
Note: Option #1 can be used to pull cable up to the full maximum rated cable load (MRCL) appropriate to the
particular cable. Break away swivel rating should be ≤ to the MRCL.

1. D
 etermine the correct size wire mesh
pulling grip. Caution: too large a grip
will slip on the cable, too small will be
very difficult to install.

2. Insert the cable into the wire mesh
pulling grip. Bring approximately 12” to
24” (30cm – 60cm) of the cable out of
the grip through the mesh as close to the
pulling end as possible, or through the
“Basket” depending on the pulling grip
being used.
3. R ing cut the cable as close to the mesh
grip as possible, remove the jacket to
expose the aramid yarn, fibers, and
possibly a central strength member
(CSM). Using an appropriate cutting
device, remove the buffered fibers and,
if applicable, the CSM, taking care to
leave ALL the aramid yarn intact.
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4. T wist the yarn into a manageable bunch
and tie it securely to the pulling eye of
the mesh grip.

5. S
 lide the cable back into the mesh grip
until the aramid is taught. Wrap the
aramid yarn tail around the mesh grip.
Using electrical tape, cover the aramid
to protect it during the pulling process.
Also tape the mesh grip to the cable
jacket at the entry point.

6. A
 ttach a properly rated break-away
swivel to the pulling eye of the mesh
grip. Take caution not to exceed
the maximum pulling tension of the
fiber cable.

7. A
 fter completion of the pull, remove the
pulling grip. Measure 48 inches (1.2m)
from the end of the cable and cut the
cable and discard.
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Option #2: Without Wire Mesh Pulling Grips
Note: Option #2 should only be used for light duty pulls or rewinding. Using this procedure, cable load should be
kept below 100 lbs. (445N) and an appropriately rated break away swivel should be used.

1. T ake approximately 12” to 24”
(30cm – 60cm) of the distribution cable
and bend it 180° back onto itself.

2. H
 olding the loop, twist the cable three or
four times. Using electrical tape, securely
wrap the cable going all the way up
to the loop and then all the way back
down.

3. A
 ttach a properly rated break-away
swivel to the self-made pulling eye.
Take caution not to exceed the maximum
pulling tension of the fiber cable.

4. A
 fter completion of the pull, measure
48 inches (1.2m) from the cable loop
and cut the cable and discard.
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